Call for Workshops

The sixth Pacific-Rim Symposium on Image and Video Technology (PSIVT2013) Organizing Committee invites proposals for workshops to be held in conjunction with PSIVT2013 in Guanajuato, Mexico, October 28th - November 1st, 2013. The workshops are arranged on October 28th and 29th, 2013, and may be a half day or a full day in length. Specific topics of interest include (but are not limited to):

- Imaging and Graphics Hardware and Visualization
- Biomedical Image Processing and Analysis
- Image/Video Coding and Transmission
- Computational Photography and Arts
- Image/Video Processing and Analysis
- Computer and Robot Vision
- Image/Video Retrieval and Scene Understanding
- Pattern Recognition
- Applications of Image and Video Technology
- Video Surveillance

Important Dates

- Workshop proposal deadline: May 1st, 2013
- Workshop acceptance notification: May 31st, 2013
- Workshop Call for Papers (to be ready on the web): June 12th, 2013
  *(Suggested) Workshop paper submission deadline: August 20th, 2013*
  *(Suggested) Workshop paper acceptance notification: Sep 20th, 2013*
- Workshop paper camera-ready deadline: Sep 25th, 2013

For more information about the workshop logistics and details, please visit the website at [http://www.psivt.org/psivt2013/](http://www.psivt.org/psivt2013/)

Submitting a Proposal

Proposals for workshops should be between two and five pages in length, and should include the following information:

- Contact information of the workshop organizers (name, affiliations, e-mail, fax, and telephone)
- A short technical description of the workshop (title, goals/motivation, discussion of why the topic is of particular interest, and to whom the workshop is of interest)
- A description of the workshop format, the potential invited speakers (if any; funding to be organized by workshop organizers), and duration of the workshop (full day or half day)
- The expected number of participants, the estimated number of submissions and an anticipated acceptance rate
- A description of the qualifications of the individual committee members with respect to organizing the workshop
- If available, the number of submitted/accepted papers and approximate attendance numbers for the past editions of the workshop
- A preliminary call for papers

Please submit your workshop proposal by email to the PSIVT 2013 Workshop Chairs, Fay Huang ([fay@niu.edu.tw](mailto:fay@niu.edu.tw)) and Akihiro Sugimoto ([sugimoto@nii.ac.jp](mailto:sugimoto@nii.ac.jp)) and include "PSIVT 2013 Workshop Proposal" in the subject line. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions. We are looking forward to receiving your proposals.

The PSIVT 2013 Workshop Chairs

Fay Huang  
National Ilan University, Taiwan

Akihiro Sugimoto  
National Institute of Informatics, Japan